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Abstract

 

Titanium and its alloys possess a range of highly interesting properties such as excellent corrosion resistance, high specific strength and biocompatibility, but suffers from poor wear resistance. The
present work addresses plasma assisted surface treatment of CP 2 titanium using various combinations of oxygen and nitrogen, i.e. mixed interstitials. The sequence of controlled plasma nitriding
and oxidizing treatments plays a significant role for the evolution of the hardness depth profiles and the development of the surface compound layer and the underlying diffusion/transition zone.
Composition profiles of oxygen and nitrogen are obtained by GDOES; Mixed interstitial solubility of nitrogen and oxygen is found in both h.c.p. α titanium and in the compound layer. The
combination of interstitials leads to larger case depth, in particular for the diffusion zone (expanded h.c.p. α titanium). Therefore, it highlights the advantages of combined nitriding and oxidizing
compared to single nitriding treatments on the mechanical properties.

 

Introduction

 

Titanium alloys are widely used when high specific strength and light weight are required properties like in aerospace industry for example. They also present high corrosion performance, superior to
most of iron-based materials, that make them very interesting for chemical industry. These very high corrosion performances result from their ability to spontaneously form a strongly adherent and
self-passivating oxide layer. Finally, due to their biocompatibility, they are an ideal choice for biomedical applications like implants. Moreover, the use of titanium-based materials instead of stainless
steel avoids the release of toxic nickel in the body. Despite these interesting properties, titanium alloys suffer from poor tribological properties that limit their use in applications under wear
solicitations. Surface thermochemical treatments have proved to be efficient ways to remedy this detrimental behaviour inherent to titanium and its alloys. In this paper, we explore new routes to
surface hardening based on sequential plasma-enhanced thermo-diffusion of nitrogen and oxygen.

 

1 – Context

 

Due to the  strong affinity of titanium with oxygen and the propensity to form oxides, surface hardening of titanium via conventional thermo-chemical processes involving the interstitial elements
carbon and/or nitrogen requires relatively high temperatures and high purity gas systems. It is difficult to avoid formation of oxides which can act as a barrier for other interstitial elements
incorporation. In gaseous nitriding for example, titanium is exposed to high purity nitrogen containing gas at, say, 1000°C to overcome the oxide surface barrier and to achieve significant case depth
[1-4]. Another possible method to overcome the oxide barrier is to use plasma enhanced and/or high energy nitriding techniques [5-7]. These techniques enable lower temperatures but at the cost of a
relatively thinner diffusion layer, as a consequence of slower diffusion. Therefore, this results in the formation of a surface zone constituted of very hard layers of TiN and Ti2N compounds, and a
supporting diffusion zone of variable thickness [8,9]. These nitride layers have high hardness and low friction coefficient.

Contrary to nitriding, limited work is available in literature concerning carbon incorporation. Despite the high temperature used in a carburizing process, the very low solubility of carbon in titanium
results in essentially no diffusion zone. Therefore, these treatments result in an extremely hard and thin Ti1-xC carbide layer on a relatively soft substrate, which is unwanted due to the risk of “egg
shell” effect [10-12].

High temperature oxidation is usually considered a corrosion mechanism which is detrimental for the materials properties. However, in the case of titanium, due to the very high solubility of oxygen
(up to 32.4 at%) and the strong interstitial strengthening effect, oxygen can - perhaps counterintuitively - be used for surface hardening. Surface hardening of titanium with oxygen has already been
investigated in the 1960’s, although not as extensively as nitriding process. Oxidizing takes advantage of the high solubility of oxygen in titanium to form relatively thick diffusion zone [13-16].

To summarize, the three interstitial elements have different but somehow complementary diffusion behaviours. It appears then promising to combine them in the form of a mixed interstitial
compound or as solid solutions in titanium. According to Fedirko [17], the ternary compounds have higher hardness and wear resistance than any of the binary compounds. Unfortunately, all these
high temperature processes can significantly impact the microstructure and properties of the core material [18]. In order to circumvent unwanted deterioration of bulk properties, lower temperature
processes have to be applied. In particular, unaltered mechanical properties are of importance in, for example, aeronautics.

In this paper, we present a first step on the route to “low” temperature surface hardening of titanium using ternary mixed-interstitial by the use of plasma-enhanced processes. The goal is to obtain
high wear resistance all while preserving core properties.

 

2 – Experiments

 

Commercially pure grade 2 titanium was used for this study. Grade 2 titanium has an h.c.p. a structure at room temperature and was chosen as a reference material as it represents the pure titanium
system without major allying element, i.e. the simplest possible microstructure. The grain size in the material was several tens of microns. 4 mm thick and 30 mm diameter samples were cut out of
the received bar. They were then polished using the 3 steps Struers® protocol with colloidal silica as the final step. A similar protocol, but with additional intermediary steps in order to minimise
work hardening, was used to prepare cross sections for Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and micro-hardness measurements. The thermo-chemical treatments were conducted in a custom built
low-pressure plasma assisted reactor [19]. Briefly, this reactor consists in a quartz tube fitted with an external Radio Frequency (RF) electrode and surrounded by a furnace. The samples are
introduced in the reactor and kept in the “cold” zone during the pre-heating of the furnace to the treatment temperature. For each treatment step, an appropriate gas mixture containing the active gas
is introduced in the tube and the pressure is set at the desired value. When necessary, RF power, is injected in the system to light up the plasma. The sample is then transferred in the working
temperature zone of the rig. The sample heats up to the process temperature in approximately 10 minutes, the duration of this step can be neglected compared to the total process time of several
hours. At the end of the treatment cycle, the sample is brought back in the cold zone and rapidly cooled down to 350 °C (within about 10 min). This temperature is low enough to prevent any
significant additional diffusion.

The chemical composition of the obtained surface compounds and diffusion layers was measured by Glow Discharge Optical Emission Spectroscopy (GDOES) and confirmed by Energy Dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) on cross sections. The phases were identified from X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) patterns in Q-2Q geometry with CuKα radiation.

The hardness profiles were obtained with a protocol adopted to ensure both a significant number of data points across the treated zone of the sample and no influence of the points on each other. The
tests were performed with a load of 0.245 N and a dwell time of 10 s. Lines of 15-20 indents separated by 50 µm were made along a direction inclined by 80-85° to the surface normal, resulting in an
increment in distance from the surface of approximately 5-8 µm. The hardness was determined as the mean pressure over the contact surface calculated from the two diagonal sizes of Vickers mark.

Following the idea of bulk microstructure preservation, 2 treatment temperatures, well below the b transus of grade 2 titanium (913°C), were tested: 750 °C and 850 °C. In a first step, simple
nitriding was applied at both temperatures using our standard plasma conditions, 60% N2 – 40 % H2 at 50 µbar and 700 W RF power that have been proved to be a very efficient nitriding medium, as
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a reference “state of the art” process [5, 20, 21]. Combined treatments using sequential nitriding, oxidizing and vacuum diffusion, at residual pressure of 10-6 mbar, were then tested. Oxidizing
sequences were performed with 50 µbar of pure oxygen and 700 W RF power was injected for plasma oxidizing. The different treatment cycles are summarized in Table 1 below.

 

Table 1: Surface treatments sequences used (PN = plasma nitriding; VD = vacuum diffusion; PO = plasma oxidizing; TO = thermal oxidizing

 

Sample A PN 750°C/72h    

Sample B PN 850°C/8h    

Sample C PN 850°C/32h    

Sample D PN 850°C/8h VD 850°C/67h   

Sample E PN 750°C/72h PO 750°C/4h   

Sample F PN 850°C/8h VD 850°C/15h PO 850°C/4h  

Sample G TO 750°C/4h VD 850°C/15h PN 850°C/8h  

Sample H PN 850°C/8h VD 850°C/15h TO 750°C/4h VD 850°C/15h

 

3 – Results

 

3.1 Nitriding

 

Grade 2 samples were nitrided at 750 °C for 72 h and 850 °C for various durations (see Table 1). The durations of treatments were chosen based on diffusion coefficients determined by Anttila et al
[22] in order to obtain a technologically usable case depth. For all tested conditions, the nitriding treatment leads to a thin compound layer (a few µm) which was found to mainly consist of Ti2N as
deduced from GDOES composition analysis (Fig. 1) and X-Ray diffraction patterns (Fig. 2a). Underneath this compound layer, a diffusion tail is present. Although too thin to be correctly detected
on GDOES profile, a golden coloured TiN layer is also present at the outermost surface. As expected, nitriding is more effective at higher temperature, considering the compound layer that is thicker
as a direct consequence of enhanced solubility and increased diffusion coefficient. The nitrogen concentration in the diffusion tail is higher and extends deeper for longer cycles (samples C and D).
Using a 1% concentration criteria, the diffusion length fits well the square-root dependence with time, associated to a reduction of the nitrogen concentration in the case of sample D with a vacuum
diffusion sequence. However, the total case depth remains modest.

Fig. 3 shows the cross section of a sample nitrided for 8 hours at 850 °C (sample B) together with the corresponding GDOES profile. The microstructure of the Ti2N surface layer is composed of
small (compared to the initial microstructure) grains elongated in the growth direction. This is consistent with the textured structure that can be deduced from the X-Ray diffraction pattern (Fig. 2a).
Below the Ti2N layer, in the diffusion zone (depth range of 4 – 20 µm), no features can be observed. This is in stark contrast to the bulk microstructure, which contains dark marks of few µm, most
likely a consequence of surface polishing. The absence of this feature in the nitrogen containing zone suggests a significant hardening of the material

 

 

Figure 1: GDOES nitrogen concentration profiles obtained after 8 h nitriding at 750°C 72h (blue), 850°C 8h (red), 850°C 32 h (green) and 850°C followed by 67 h vacuum diffusion (black) corresponding to samples A,
B, C and D respectively.
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Figure 2: (a) X-Ray diffraction patterns obtained after 8h nitriding + diffusion (Sample D) and (b) optimised 8h nitriding +oxidizing treatment sequences (Sample H). The main peak corresponds to Ti2N (002), all others
have contributions of Ti2N and Nitrogen/Oxygen saturated a-Ti. Notice the absence of TiO2 peak for the mixt treatment.

 

Figure 3: Scanning Electron Micrograph (backscattering electrons composition mode) of cross section of sample nitrided for 8 h at 850°C (sample B). The compound layer, approximately 4 µm thick is constituted of
small grains elongated normal to the surface. This layer corresponds to the concentration plateau as can be seen on the superimposed GDOES nitrogen concentration profile. Notice the absence of dark marks in the

diffusion zone (see text)

 

3.2 Combined nitriding and oxidizing

 

Combined nitriding/oxidizing treatments were performed based on the above nitriding sequences. For plasma oxidizing at 750 °C (sample E), a very thin oxide layer, less than 1 µm as measured by
GDOES (not presented), is formed but no significant diffusion of oxygen is observed. At 850 °C, a thicker layer, consisting of TiO2 rutile of estimated thickness of 13 µm, is formed but it spalls off
on cooling, leaving behind a large diffusion zone with significant amount of oxygen down to 40 µm (Fig. 4). The oxygen profile shows a thin, less than 1 µm, oxygen rich layer is still present at the
outermost surface. It is followed by a lower oxygen concentration in the Ti2N layer before growing up again to 8 at.% at the beginning of the diffusion tail. Interestingly, the spalled-out oxide grew
by titanium diffusion toward the surface through the nitride as the Ti2N layer thickness remains mostly the same as for nitriding only (sample B).
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Figure 4: GDOES nitrogen and oxygen profiles in Sample F (8h plasma nitriding + diffusion followed by 4h plasma oxidizing at 850°C), after the delamination of a 13 µm thick oxide layer. A very thin oxygen rich layer
is still present at the outermost surface as well as an oxygen diffusion profile behind the nitrogen plateau.

 

Due to the size of the indents and the induced crack when the indent is too close to the surface, micro hardness profiles cannot be obtained in the thin compound layer. However, they give valuable
information on the supporting layer (diffusion zone) that plays an essential role in wear resistance. As we can infer from GDOES and SEM observations, nitrided samples (A and B) exhibit similar
hardness behaviour (Fig 5) with a decrease of the hardness from 6 GPa close to compound layer to the bulk value (2 GPa) over 20 µm.  While post oxidizing at 750 °C (sample E) has no measurable
influence, a significant improvement is obtained with 850 °C oxidizing (sample F), leading to both an increase of maximum hardness to 10 GPa and an extension of the affected zone to 90 µm.
Notice that from the hardness point of view, combined nitriding/oxidizing treatment (sample F, red squares) with a 27 h total duration is more efficient than single nitriding plus diffusion (sample D,
green stars) which is 3 time longer.

 

 

Figure 5: Effect of post oxidizing on the micro hardness profile for the 2 studied temperatures, 750 °C (blue triangles, sample E) and 850 °C (red squares, sample F). Single nitriding + diffusion profile (green stars, sample
D) is plotted for comparison. Grey band corresponds to the substrate hardness before treatment.

 

In order to improve the efficiency of the treatments, e.g. to avoid oxide layer delamination, different nitriding, oxidizing and diffusion sequences were tested: realizing the oxidizing sequence prior to
nitriding, lowering the oxidizing temperature to 750°C and switching to pure thermal oxidizing at low O2 pressure (50 µbar). Figure 6 presents the results for two combined cycles of plasma
nitriding, thermal oxidizing and diffusion. Thermal oxidizing took place before nitriding for sample G and after nitriding for sample H. No delamination of any compound layer was observed after
both treatments. In both cases the oxygen concentration is low, except at the outermost surface but the nitrogen profiles are quite different. If the nitrogen profile of Fig. 6a is compared to the one
obtained for the same nitriding conditions (sample B in Fig. 1), it is clear that the compound layer is absent and the penetration depth is reduced. This can be attributed to a lower incorporation rate
due to the surface oxide layer. In Fig. 6b, where thermal oxidizing (750°C)/diffusion (850°C) was done after 8h plasma nitriding and 15h vacuum diffusion at 850°C (sample H), the surface nitride
has been partially transformed in oxide and the nitrogen diffusion length is increased due to the additional diffusion time. The XRD pattern of this sample is shown in Fig. 2b: similar to nitrided
sample (Fig. 2a), the Ti2N (002) peak is the prominent one, at the same position. However, no oxide peak can be observed. In these last two combined treatments, the micro-hardness profiles show a
significant enhancement, as compared to the one obtained with a single nitriding step of similar duration (Fig. 7 black triangles, sample C). The profile are actually almost equivalents to the one
obtained for a long post nitriding vacuum diffusion (green stars, sample D) both in terms of maximum hardness (6-7 GPa) and extension (≈ 100 µm). Their behaviour are however different in details
as sample G exhibits a hardness plateau at 4 GPa between 20 and 60 µm while sample H hardness decreases linearly.
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Figure 6: Oxygen and nitrogen profiles after 2 different combined cycles. (a)-oxidizing/diffusion before nitriding (Sample G) and (b)-oxidizing/diffusion after nitriding (Sample H).

 

 

Figure 7: Effect of treatments on the microhardness of the supporting layer for different treatment conditions: single 32h long plasma nitriding (black triangles, Sample C), nitriding + diffusion (green stars, sample D),
oxidizing + nitriding (red squares, Sample G) and nitriding + oxidizing (blue dots, Sample H). Grey band corresponds to the substrate hardness before treatment.

 

Conclusion

 

Surface hardening of titanium was achieved at moderate temperatures using plasma enhanced nitriding and oxidizing. For all investigated conditions, surface layers of nitrides and oxides of various
thicknesses were formed. However, to confer wear resistance to the material a smooth hardness transition from the compound layer to the substrate is required. At the lowest investigated temperature
(750°C), this transition is quite abrupt (e.g. over a distance comparable to the layer thickness) and will not fulfil this requirement. The optimal condition was found with a combination of 750 °C /
850 °C treatments, where the thickness of the transition/diffusion zone is one order of magnitude larger than the compound layer and without delamination of any compound layer. The temperature
850 °C is considered a suitable temperature for both preservation of the bulk mechanical properties, as measured by micro hardness, and efficient surface hardening. It is clear that combination of 2
interstitial elements, nitrogen and oxygen, greatly enhances the efficiency of the treatments compared to single step nitriding. This work is a first step in plasma assisted tailoring of the surface
properties of titanium based on mixed interstitial phases. Further improvement is expected from the use of carbon as third interstitial element.
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